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Latitude-Longitude Grid Suitable for Numerical
Time Integration of a Global Atmospheric Model
J. LElTH HOLLOWAY, JR., MICHAEL J. SPELMAN, and SYUKURO MANABE
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,l NOAA, Princeton, N.J.

ABSTRACT-A simple, free-surface, barotropic model and
a nine-level, baroclinic model are numerically timeintegrated on both latitude-longitude grids and on Kuriharatype grids to compare the results obtained from the two
grid systems. The prognostic variables are Fourier spacefiltered inthe
longitudinal direction on the latitudelongitude grids to permit the use of the same time-step
length on both grids.
With respect to geopotential height and zonal wind distributions and to the
phase speed of wave propagation,
the results from the barotropic model, time-integrated
onasectorlatitude-longitude
grid, agree better with
a high-resolution control lun than those computed on a
modified Kurihara grid, particularly a t high latitudes.

The barotropic model is also timeintegrated on a hemispheric, latitude-longitude grid, andthe results compare
well with a high-resolution control. The latter comparison is performed on initial data having strong cross-polar
flow.
The mean sea-level pressure distribution obtained from
a 64-day timeintegration
of the baroclinic model on
a global, latitude-longitude grid
is
better
than
that
derived from a similar model using a Kurihara grid of
comparable resolution. For example, the tendency for
the Kurihara grid model to predict excessive pressures
in the north polar region is for the most part corrected
by use of tha latitude-longitude grid.

1. INTRODUCTION

Grimmer and Shaw (1967) tested this latitude-longitude
grid
by using a time step that is a function of latitude.
Timeintegrations of the equationsforatmospheric
They
interpolated
thepredicted
variables intimeto
motion over the whole globe encounter special problems
link
the
different
time
levels
that
resulted from the
because no projection scheme is available for representing
variable
time
steps.
the entire surface of a sphere on a single plane without
A morepracticalapproach
tothis problem has been
prohibitive
distortion
in some areas. Kurihara and
to
filter
out
the
short
waves
that
cause the computational
a
nine-level, primitiveHolloway (1967) integrated
instability
near
t,he
poles
so
that
a uniform time step of
equations model on a global grid system proposed by
practical
length
can
be
used
throughout
the grid. Mintz
(1971) have
Kurihara (1965). Holloway andManabe
and
Arakawa
(Gates
et
al.
1971)
filtered
the zonal masspointed out problems that arise when the Kurihara grid
flux
variables
and
the
zonal
pressure
gradient
terms in
is used fora long-period timeintegration of a global
the
model
equations.
This
filtering
is
accomplished
by
general circulation model. For example, excessive high
of
these
terms
along
latitude
circles.
weighted
averaging
pressure develops in polar regions and low- and highpressure belts systematically shifted toward the Equator. The filter is designed in such a way that the degree of
We think that these deficiencies arise primarily because smoothing increases towards the poles.
Umscheid and Sankar-Rao (1971) used Fourier filtering
there are not enough gridpoints to resolve the curvature
for
damping high wave-number components in the zonal
of the coordinate system in latitude circles near the poles.
fluxes
and pressure gradient terms
in their model comThese difficulties may also be partly a consequence of
puted
on
a
modified
Kurihmtra
grid
withconsiderably
the staggered positioning of grid boxes in the Kurihara
higher
eastwest
resolution
near
the
poles.
Th;s filtering
grid.
permits
the
use
of
the
same
time-step
length
over the
An obvious solution to these problems is to use a grid
entire
globe,
despite
the
decreasing
east-west
grid
spacing
defined as the intersections of latitude circles with
along
latitude
circles
as
the
poles
are
approached.
It is
meridians where the increments of latitude and longitude
not
possible,
however,
to
determine
the
overall
scale
of
are nearly identical. However, a very short time step is
the
truncation
when
filtering
is
not
applied
uniformly
to
required to insurecomputationalstabilityonthis
grid
because the east-west separation of grid points is very all terms in the tendency equations.
On the other hand, Vanderman (1970) used running
small near thepoles. A time step short enough for stability
means
to filter high wave-number components from total
in polar regions is wastefully short in low latitudes, and
tendencies
computed by his barotropic model integrated
timeintegrationsonthis
grid would, therefore, be exon
a
global,
latitude-longitude grid. As explained in the
ceedingly expensive unless this
shortcoming
can
be
this filtering methodcan cause computanext
section,
overcome.
tional instability under some circumstances.
The purpose of our work is to test the accuracy and
1 At Forrestal Campus of Princaton Unlverslty
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The magnitude of the negative response discussed here
can be minimized by using anumericalfilter
that has
unequal weights proportional to the ordinatesof a normal
curve. However, the results of a test with a barotropic
model show that this filter tends to suppress the development of cutoff Lows, as discussed in section 4.2
In the case of vector variables, we consider it desirable
2. FOURIER FILTERING
to transform the components to a polar stereographic
Fourier
filtering is performed.
To prevent linear instability from occurringin the time projection before the
Without
this
transformation,
a
Fourier
analysis of vector
integrationonthelatitude-longitude
grid, we applied
components
around
an
entire
latitude
circle may introspace filtering to alltime-integratedvariables
at each
is
significant
flow across
duce
errors
in
cases
where
there
timestep. Otherwise, a progressively shortertime-step
As
first
pointed
out
by
Shuman
(1970),
the
the
poles.
length would haveto be used asthetimeintegration
process
of
averaging
two
vector
components
in
spherical
advances towards the poles, where the east-west gridpoint
spacing becomes smaller (Grimmer and Shaw 1967). The coordinates a t two widely separated longitudes can profiltering methods adopted in thisstudy limit theeast-west duce serious errornear the poles because of the large
wavelength of the shortestwave at any latitude toapprox- difference in the directions of the unit vectors. Therefore,
imately two grid distances a t the Equator. The fact that before the Fourier filtering is done on vector components,
in the directions
this permits stable time integrationsis proved in appendix theyaretransformedintocomponents
of
a
set
of
two
orthogonal
unit
vectors
on
a polar stereo1. The minimum wavelength, Lmtn
is specified as
graphic projection plane.
The stereographiccomponents, U, and V,, are comLm,,=47raN"
(1)
puted as follows:
where a is the radius of the earth and N is the number of
U*=-u sin x-v cos x
(3)
gridpoints in a latitude circle. This minimum wavelength
is guaranteed by limiting the maximum wave number in
and
the data at any latitude, 0, to
v*=u cos x-v sin x
(4)
1
k,,=2raL&
cos 0=- N cos 6.
(2) where u and v are the zonal and meridional components
2

stability of solutions of hydrodynamical equations solved
onlatitude-longitudegridswithFourier
filtering of the
basic prognostic variables. For ease in interpreting the
results, we ruled out the practice of filtering only selected
terms in the model equations.Theseexperiments
are
carried out on both a barotropic and a baroclinic model.

I n practice, k,,, must, of course, be rounded tothe
nearest integer; and Lmlnis thereby slightly altered.
This space filtering is accomplished by analyzing the
data along each latitude circle into their Fourier components and resynthesizing the data with only the desired
waves present. Effectively, nofiltering is done at the
Equator. It can be shown that this filtering scheme has no
significant effect on the quadratic conserving properties of
finite-difference equations because thetruncated
components are orthogonal to the retained ones.
According to our tests, the Fourier filtering method is
better than the
running-mean methodproposed by Vanderman (1970) in one important respect. As pointed out by
reverse the
Hollowrty (1958), arunning-meanfiltercan
polarities of some short waves in addition to reducing
their amplitudes. This cancause computational instability
at the wavelength of the negative response in atime
integration of a model with frictional damping. Once a
wave of this length is introduced into the
flow, it cannot be
removed because therunningmean
would reverse m y
tendency to suppress it; and, therefore, this wave would
grow without bound. On the other hand, Fourier filtering
removesallshortwavelengthscompletely
withoutany
positive or negative residuals. Whereas it may be possible
to time integrate a simple barotropic model on a latitudelongitude grid with running-mean filters (as Vanderman
did),the
negative response characteristics of equally
weighted running averages would prohibit the stable time
integration of a model with frictional damping.
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of the vectors, respectively, and X is the longitude. The
final vector components for use byv the model are derived
by transforming the filtered stereographiccomponents,
Us and E, back to spherical coordinates as follows:

-

- sin X+-,
-u= -Us

and

cos x

(5)

;=-us cos x-v, sin x

(6)

where the overbar signifies Fourier-filtered variables. The
aboveformulasapply
only to anorthern hemispheric
projection. They can be altered for the Southern Hemisphere by changing the sign of u and: everywhere.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE BAROTROPICMODEL
The primitive equations of motion for divergent barotropic flow in an inviscid, incompressible fluid are solved
by finitedifference methods. The equations in flux form
and in spherical coordinates are as follows:

ahu

"
"

at " a

ahu2ahuv
COS

cos 0

e a - u COS eae

ah
+(f+a"u tan W v - g h a cos

9

(7)

z Vandeman (1972) has recently experimented
with unequally weighted filters
in which
the weights decrease linearly froma central maximumValue.

FIGURE1.-Low-resolution sector latitude-longitude grid projected
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TABLE
1.-Maximum
numbtr
wave
per
sector (kmoz/3)versus
latitude
corresponding
the and
effective east-west grid spacing (Lmi,,/2)
(8)
f o r the barotropic mods1 using the sector latitude4ongitude
grid

and
(km)

(deg.)

2. 4

where h is the height of the free surface in geopotential
units, f is twice the verticalcomponent of theearth’s
rotation, t is time, g is the acceleration of gravity, and the
other variables are as previously defined. See appendix 2
for the finite-difference versions of these equations.
These equations aref i s t solved in a domain that covers
athird of a hemisphere (120’ in longitude).Thereis
cyclic continuity at the eastern and western boundaries
and
a
free-slip condition a t the
Equator
(southern
boundary).
The barotropic model is time integrated by the
leapfrog method with a time step
of 10 min except for the
high-resolution control experiments to be described later.
As insurance against the development of excessive gravity
waves in the timeintegrations of this model, however,
the so-called Euler-backward time differencing scheme
(Matsuno 1966, Manabe et al. 1970) is used periodically
for eight consecutive time steps. This scheme is applied
once approximately every day in the low-resolution time
integrations and once every 1/4 day at high resolution.,
For further discussion on thecomputationalaspects
of
this work, see appendix 3.

4. COMPARISON OF BAROTROPIC MODEL
RESULTS WITH DIFFERENTGRIDS
To test the
performance of the proposed new grid system,
we integrated the barotropic model with respect to time
on threegrid systems: a latitude-longitude grid, modified
a
Kurihara grid, and a high-resolution, latitude-longitude
or controlgrid.
The low-resolution, latitude-longitude
grid is shown in figure 1. The grid points are represented
as dots a t the centers of the trapezoid-shaped boxes. The
dotsareomitted
from thenorthernmost two rows of
boxes because of lack of space. There are 25 gridpoints
in eachlatitude-circlesegment,
which spans 120’ of
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longitude, in the domain of this model integration. There
are 19 latitude circles, and the southern boundary of the
outer row of boxes is the Equator. Therefore, there are
475 gridpoints in the field.
The maximum wave number per sector permitted by
the filtering procedure a t each latitude of the latitudelongitude grid is given in table 1. For each wave number
listed inthistable,
thereisa
corrpsponding minimum
wavelength, Lm,n.Half of this wavelength, which can be
regarded as an effective east-west grid distance, is also
listed in table 1. The north-south grid spacing is 527 km
everywhere in thisgrid.
As a comparison withtheresultsobtainedfromthe
above grid, the barotropic model equations were also integrated on the modified Kurihara grid shown in figure 2.
On theoriginal global Kurihara grid, the numberof points
on any given latitude circle is four greater than on the
adjacent latitude circle toward the pole. The boxes are
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almost square near the Equator,theybecome
but
elongated
in the east-west direction near the poles. On the modified
Kurihara grid, the number of gridpoints in each latitude
circle is adjusted so that the boxes are nearly .0q uare
everywhere, and the east-west resolution closely matches
the north-south spacing a t all locations in the grid. The
nearlyconstant. grid distanceaverages about 530 km.
There are 302 gridpoints in a 120' sector of this modified
Kurihara grid.
To obtain a better estimate of the true solution to the
time integration of the model, we integrated the model
equations on a sector latitude-longitude grid with double
the resolution of thelatitude-longitude grid mentioned
previously. This high-resolution grid has 38 rows and
1,900 points. The double-resolution,latitude-longitude
grid should give a solution close enough to the actual to
serve as an adequate standard for gaging the accuracy of
the low-resolution runs. To avoid complicating the
analysis, we performed the high-resolution control integration without space filtering so that a very short time
step (12 s) was required to insure stability.
The initial conditions for these experiments are those
used byPhillips (1959), except thatthe wave number
specified is 6 instead of 4. The initial geopotential height
is given as a function of 0 and X and is shown in figure 3.
The velocity componentsarecomputedfroma
stream
function that is consistent with the heights
in the continuum. However, since the initial u and v component,s are
computedfrom
theanalyticstreamfunction
bythe
same finite-difference operatorsas
used inthetime
integration of the model, they are slightly out of balance
with the analytically derived height field because of
truncationerror.Undoubtedly,thiscontributedtothe
generation of gravity waves inthesubsequent
time
integration.
According totheanalytic
solution to theseinitial
conditions, the waves shouldpropagateeastward
at a
rate of 24.6'/day wit,hout change in shape. The analytic
solutionapplies, however, tothe case of nondivergent
flow. Therefore, the phase speed of waves inthe freesurfacebarotropic model integratedhere will be only
approximately this value.
The geopotential height fields a t 3 and 6 days for the
time integrations on the three grid systems are compared
in figure 4. If we assume that the high-resolution experiment (figs. 4A, 4D) is the most accurate time integration,
the true divergent model solution has cutoff Low centers
developing, rather than troughs merely moving without
change inshapeasthetheory
fornondivergent flow
predicts. The low-resolution, latitude-longitude grid integration (figs. 4B, 4E) develops in close agreement with
the control run except that there is significant retardation
in trough locat,ion by the 6th day. On the other hand,
thesystems show considerable slowing in the modified
(figs. 4C, 4F), and the flow
Kurihara-gridintegration
pattern becomes irregular by the 6th day. Furthermore,
become
the flow in themodified Kurihara-grid run tends to
more zonal than the integrationson the latitude-longitude
grids. Some irregularities occur in the latitude-longitude
72 / Vol. 101, No. 1 / Monthly Weather Review

FIGURE
3.-Initial

distribution of free-surface geopotential height
in units of 102.04 gpm (100 dynamic m).

grid results near the Equator
(fig. 4E). The reasonfor
these irregularites is yet to be identified.
Earlierexperiments
using filterswithnormalcurve
weighting suffered from retarded and suppressed development of cutoff Low centers. TheFourier filtering permits a more realistic development of the flow as indicated
bythefavorable
comparison of the latitude-longitude
grid run shown in figures 4Band 4E with the control
experiment.
The wave propagation speeds are better studiedand
compared in figure 5 , in which time-longitude isopleths of
meridional components of the wind are presented for the
experimentswith the three grids. At low latitudes, the
troughs and ridges move eastward on all grids at about
23'/day or a t nearly the theoreticalrate. Athigh latitudes,
however, the trough movement slows after 4 days, even
in the control integration. There is actually some retrograde motion at 6 days in the low-resolution runs. With
the modified Kurihara grid, the trough motion slows and
reverses at an earlier day.Furthermore,thisreversal
occurs a t a lower latitude. Figure 5 also illustrates the
irregular character of the flow patterns computed on the
modified Kurihara grid even more thantheheight
field maps.
The mean zonal wind a t ,6 days is plottedagainst
latitude in figure 6 for the three experiments. The initial
wind profile is shown in this figure as a thin solid line.
Notice that the initialzonal wind is 50 m/s from the west
a t the Equator and decreases monotonically to zero a t
the pole. Thetruedivergentbarotropic
solution, best
portrayed here by the dashed curve for the control run,
exhibits a peak in the zonal westerlies of about 100 m/s
a t 13O latitude and a minimum of 20 m/s from the east
a t about 42O latitude. This profile is consistent with the
presence of Lows that form at about 30' latitude.At
low latitudes, the wind profile of the modified Kuriharathosefor thelatitudegrid run is similar in shape to
longitude grids,but poleward of 25' the profile is irregular
and differs greatly from the windsobtainedfromthe
latitude-longitude grids.
The zonal meangeopotentialheight
after 6 days is
plotted against latitudein figure 7 for the three barotropic

geopotential height fields (102.04 gpm) for day 3 (A-C) and day 6 (D-F) of sector time integrations on the control grid (A, D), the latitude-longitude grid (B, E), and on the modified Kurihara grid (C, F).
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FIGURE
6.-Zonal wind speed (m/s) versus latitude for the initial
data (light solid line) and for the three-sector model integrations;
namely, control run (dashed line), latitude-longitude grid (heavy
solid line), and modified Kurihara grid (dotted line), after 6 days.
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FIGURE
5.--Isopleths of meridional component of the wind in the
longitude-time plane forthe
three-sector model experiments,
(A) control run, (B) latitude-longitude grid run, and (C) modified
Kurihara grid, for four selected latitudes, 11.8O, 30.8', 49.7',
and 68.7'. Contourinterval is 10 m/sand shadedareas are
northward components.

experiments, along with the initial zonal distribution of
geopotential. Notice the pronounced computational mode
inthe modified Kurihara-grid profile in polar regions.
on the modified Kurihara
The polarheightscomputed
grid also tend to be much too high. As mentioned before,
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higher than normalpolarpressureshave
been characteristic of previous time integrations on the Kurihara
grid. Figure 7 shows thatthe latitude-longitude grid
appeam to have correctedthese
problems. The close
agreement of the zonal winds of the latitude-longitude
grid experiment with those of the control run is consistent
with the agreement in height profiles. The slightly flatter
height profile obtained from the low-resolution, latitudelongitude grid accounts for thesomewhat lower peaks
in the westerlies of the Tropics and the lighter easterlies
in middle latitudes as compared with the computations
on the high-resolution control grid.
The mechanism for the development of rising heights
near the poles in the modified Kurihara-grid time integration is clear from figures 5-7. The difference in phase
speeds of the waves between latitudes, caused by the
decreasing east-west resolutiontoward the poles, introin the model.
duceserrorsin themomentumtransport
This, in turn, creates an unrealistic mean zonal wind distribution, which requires higher than normal heights in
polar regions by thegeostrophic wind relationship. Marked
reduction in the difference in wave propagationspeeds
between latitudes, obtainedon
the latitude-longitude
grid,correctsmost
of this tendencytowardimproper
heights in polar regions.
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FIGVRE7."Zond mean geopotential height (102.04 gpm) versus
latitude for the initial data flight solid line) and for the threesector model time integrations; namely, control run (dashed line),
latitude-longitude grid (heavy solid line), and modified Kurihara
grid (dotted line), after 6 days.

finer grid, thus explaining the very short time steps used.
The maximum wave number permitted at each latitude in
the filtered low-resolution run is obtained from eq (2).
Both time integrations were extended to 6 days. The
5. TEST WITH CROSS-POLAR FLOW
final distributions of geopotential height derived on the
The experiments described in the last section do
not two grids are shown in figure 8. After 6 days, the lowtest the performance of the latitude-longitude grid in the resolution results and the control run still appear similar.
case of strong winds across the pole because use of the 120° In fact,thevortexhas
simply moved around the pole
sector with cyclic continuity prohibits the introduction or with littlechange in shape. The trough line has retrograded
development of cross-polar flow. Dey (1969) pointed out a t the rateof about 53'/day. Since the intervening distributhat divergence fields in the vicinity of the poles are tions are not shown, the westward motion is not apparent
inaccurately computed on the Kurihara grid when there in figure 8 because the vortex has almost returned to its
is strong cross-polar flow. Since this situation is common original position. The analytically derived rate of retroin the atmosphere, we tested the barotropic model on a grade
motion
for
nondivergent
flow is 94.4O/day.
case in which wind was allowed to blow across the pole. Apparently, in the model computations, divergence has
To perform this test, we expanded the sector model into slowed the trough motion to about half of the theoretical
a hemisphere. In thelow-resolution, hemispheric, latitude- rate. The trough in the control run moved about 1 percent
longitude grid, there are 19 rows of data as before; but faster than in the low-resolution run.
The strong flow across the pole does not seem to cause
the number of points in a latitude circle is 76, one more
the
Fourier-filtered, latitude-longitude grid model any
than three times the number in the120° sector. The initial
difficulty,
andtheresultsappeartobeaccurateas
conditions for this experiment were again those of Phillips
evidenced
by
the high-resolution control time integration.
(1959) but with the wave number specified as 1 instead of
6. This defines a single vortex offset from the pole. The
initial geopotential height for this case is shown in figure 6. THE BAROCLlNlC MODEL
8A. The wind speed across the pole is 50 mjs initially.
A global, nine-level, atmosphericgeneralcirculation
The barot,ropic model was time-integrated on the low- model with surface topography is used for this test. The
resolution grid described previously and on a high- primitive equations of motion in spherical coordinates are
resolution, hemispheric, latitude-longitude grid with time-integrated on a global, latitude-longitude (GLL)
twice trhe number of rows (38) and four times as many grid.Except for thegridsystem,thestructure
of the
gridpoints (5,776) as in the former grid. The resolutions of baroclinic test model is identical to that of the general
these two grids are almost identical to those of the low- and circulation model described in detail by Holloway and
high-resolution sector grids, respectively. The time-step Manabe (1971) (hereafterreferred
to tu studyHM).
lengths are the sameas before (600 and 12 s, respectively). The grid systemused in that studywas the low-resolution
The high-resolution run was made as a control experiment Kurihara grid having 24 rows of gridpoints between the
to gage the accuracy of computations of theFourierpoles and the Equator (designated as N24 in study HM).
filtered, low-resolution grid model. Forthis reason, no
Fourier space filtering of the predicted variables is done
filtering is done on the time integration computed on the on the GLL grid. The procedure for filtering is identical
74 / Vol. 101, No. 1 / MonthlyWeatherReview

TABLE2.-Maximum
wave
number
and
east-weal

grid spacing
tabulated against latitude for the GLL gridbaroclinicmodeltest
~~

Latitnde
(des)

2. 4
7. 1
11.594
8
16. 6
21. 3
26. 1
30. 8
35. 5
40.463
3
45. 0
49. 7
54. 5
59. 2
63. 9
68. 7
73. 4
78. 2
82. 9
87. 6

B
- 1

FIGURE8.-Free-surfacegeopot.entia1
height distribution (102.04
gpm) for the hemispheric grid models for (A) initial field, (B) day
6 of the low-resolution latitude-longitude grid time integration,
and (C) day 6 of the high-rtxolution control run.

to that used for the barotropic model, as discussed in
section 2, except that thespace filtering is done only from
45' latitude to the poles for the global experiment. The
length of the time step remained unchanged a t 10 min
with this modification. It is necessary to space-filter the
surface topography in exactly the same way as the predicted variables in this model to prevent the occurrence

Maximum wave number

Odd spacing
(km)

33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
30
26
23
19
17
14
11
8
5
2

606
602
581
565
545
521
494
472
498
506
539
517
520
,519
513
495
414

of topography-induced gravity waves the
in
time
integration.
The grid system for the GLLgrid model is an expanded
version of the latitude-longitude grid used for the barotropic model (fig. 1) with slightly less east-west resolution.
Each latitude circle contains 66 gridpoints, and eachhemispherehas 19 rows of gridpoints between theEquator
and the pole. The north-south grid distanceis 527 km
everywhere. The easb-west grid spacing at low latitudes
((0<45') is given in table 2. A t latitudes where the space
filtering is done, thetable gives an effective east-west
griddistance that is half of the minimum wavelength
permitted by the filtering procedure. Also listed in table 2
is the maximum wave number a t each latitude.
The initial condition for the numerical time integration
of the GLL grid model is data interpolated from day 302
of the N24 Kurihara grid model experiment. The integration was terminated after 64 days, and the h a 1 20-day
period was time averaged. During this period, the model
atmosphere had not yet reached a state of thermal equilibrium. The results presented here, however, should be
similar to the mean model atmosphere that would have
been attained on the GLL grid.
In the grid system that was used for the N24 Kurihara
grid model, the gridpoints at each latitude are staggered
with respect to those at adjacent latitudes. There are 96
gridpoints along theEquator, decreasing to onlyfour
gridpoints in the latitude circles nearest the poles. The
north-south grid distance is 417 km everywhere, and the
east-west grid spacing increases from 417 km at the
Equator to 650 km nearthe poles. Completedetails of
that computational grid are given instudy HM. The
east-west resolut.ions of the N24 Kurihara grid and the
N19 GLL grid arecomparable,
butthenorthsouth
resolution of the N24 Kurihara grid is actually better than
that of the GLL grid.
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The discussion of results from the two different grids

will be confined to the sea-level pressure distribution.
Simulation of this feature was one of the severest shore
comings of the Kurihara grid model, as pointed out in
study HM.
The zonally averaged sea-level pressure versus latitude
for the GLL grid model and for the N24 Kurihara grid
model is shown in figure 9. Also shown in this figure is
the observed pressuredistributionforJanuary
from
Crutcherand Meserve (1970) for theNorthern Hemisphere, and from Taljaard et al. (1969) for the Southern
In
Hemisphere. Several interesting features are evident.
theNorthernHemisphere
polar region, the GLL grid
model hasmean sea-level pressures that arenearly 30
mb lower than those of theKurihara grid model. The
Northern Hemisphere subtropical high-pressure belt has
also intensified and moved closer to the observed profile.
These encouraging results are not reflected in the SouthernHemisphere,however,
where the results from the
GLL grid are only a slight improvement over those from
the Kurihara grid model. Evidently, the mechanism for
producing the intense storm belt
along the periphery of
t,he Antarctic continent isnot relatedto the choice of
grid configuration. The reasons for this unrealistic feature
arestill
being investigated, buttheymaybepartly
related to the coarseness of the grid resolution. In study
HM, figure 7 shows that the meridional surface pressure
gradient is increased in midlatitudes when the horizontal
grid resolution is increased.
The GLL grid model has zonal mean sea-level pressures
inthe
NorthernHemispheresubpolar
region that are
lower than the observed by as much as 7 mb. This feature
is caused by a very intense Aleutian Low in the model.
Because of the imposed insolation for January throughoutthe
model integration,theNorthernHemisphere
polar regionbecomes
abnormally cold with excessive
snow cover over the continents. As a result, the land-sea
temperaturecontrastis enhanced,andthisexaggerates
the development of the Aleutian Low.
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FIGURE
9.-Latitudinal distributions of the zonal mean sea-level
pressures derived for the actual atmosphere (thin solid line) and
computed bythe global latitude-longitude gridmodel
(heavy
solid line) and by the N24 Kuriharagridmodel
(dashed line).

Theresults
obtained byintegratingthe
baroclinic
model on the global latitude-longitude grid are also better
than thosesimulatedon
theKurihara grid system in
respect to the feature of the time integration most subject
to error on the latter grid; namely, sea-level pressure in
high latitudes.

APPENDIX 1: STABILITYANALYSIS
FOR LATITUDE-LONGITUDE GRID
To show howfiltering permits the retentionof a normallength time step even in the region of small spacing near
the poles of the latitude-Iongitudegrid, one must only
perform a stability analysis on a simple system of equations. Consider the following equations, which govern a
onedimensional shallow water wave:

au ah
-=o
ax

-+g
at

and

7. CONCLUDINGREMARKS

$+H g = O
There is considerable improvement in the resultsof the
barotropic model, integrated
on
the
sector
latitudelongitude grid, over results
from the sameequations solved where u is velocity, t is time, g isthe acceleration of
on the modified Kurihara grid with comparable resolution. gravity, h is the height of the disturbed fluid, x is the
of the fluid
The appearance of the height fields after 6 days, obtained spacedimension, and H is the total depth
a t rest.
from the latitude-longitudegrid, is much closer tothe
If u and h are definedon thesame grid, the finitecontrol run result,s than those obtained on the modified difference versions of eq (10) and (1 1)are as follows :
Kurihara grid. Theerrorsproducedbythe
modified
Kurihara grid aremostpronouncednearthe
poles, in
agreement with other models using this type of grid.
The time integration of the barotropic model on the and
low-resolution, hemispheric, latitude-longitude
grid
is
ah, H
(u,+,-u*~l)=o
almostidenticalwiththe
one performedonthe
highat 2d
resolution control grid without the use of Fourier filtering.
Despite the strongflow across the poles in the initial data, where 1 is the gridpoint index and d is the grid spacing.
no apparent errors or irregularities occurred during the Let

-+-

6day run.
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uHl=.&ikL(l+l)d

(14)

Substituting the abovedefinitions into eq (12) and (13), we
obtain the following relation after differentiating the modified eq (12) with respect to timeand combining these
two equations into one:

and

where
Q=cd-' sin (kd)

and

e2=gH.
The finite-difference version of eq (16) in centerec
frog form is

I n eq (28), the overbar operators are defined as

(2At)-2(~,+2+~T-~-2~,)=--Q26,.

Let &=AefmAtwhere At is the time-step length. After
substituting this definition into eq (19), we get
X2+X-2-2=-(2AtQ)2

and

(20)

where
A

X,".-=etvAt.
uT+l

(21)

A

ur

I n eq (25) and (26), the Coriolis coefficient is given by
Cf.j=fj+a"uf, tan ej.

Solving eq (20) for X, we obtain
X= fiQAtfJ1 -Q2At2.

(22)

If 1QAtI is less than one, then the absolute value of the
complex ratio X is equal to one, which represents neutral
stability.However, if 1QAtI isgreaterthan
one, the
absolute value of X is greater than one, and the equations
are amplifying andunstable.
Using eq (17) and manipulating factors, we obtain the
stability criterion

(31)

The grid box weights (central, north, or south) are computed by the relations

and

T

where L is the wavelength corresponding to wave number

k according to the formula
L=2uk".

(24)

Therefore, if the minimumvalue of I, is increased by
filtering, the time-step length, At, may be increased without creating linear instability.

APPENDIX 2: FINITE-DIFFERENCE VERSION
OF BAROTROPICMODEL EQUATIONS
The finite-difEerence versions of the equations given in
section 3 are as follows:

where Ae=y2uN", . I j is the number of gridpoints in row j ,
and N is the number of gridpoints between the pole and
the Equator. The indices i and j increase eastward and
northward, respectively. More details on the box method
used in formulating these equations are given by Kurihara
and Holloway (1967).
In the modified Kuriharagrid, where each boxgenerally has more than one north and one south contiguous
neighbor, the above equations are modified to allow for
contributions from more than one neighbor ineach
direction. These contributions
are
weighted by
the
of the interfaces between thecentral
relativelengths
direction
box and the two or three neighbors inthe
considered.

APPENDIX 3: COMPUTATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
In regard to accuracy of meteorological results, the
latitude-longitude grid is a better grid system on which
to solve the finite-difference equations for our models
than aKurihara-type
grid of comparable resolution.
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No penalty in decreased time step is required for computational st,ability in the latitude-longitude grid time integration if theFourier spacefiltering is doneproperly.
The latitude-longitude grid model, however, runs more

im Laboratory. Finally, we areindebted
the National Meteorological Centerfor
hemispheric test with cross-polar flow.

to J. D. Stackpole of
his suggestion of the
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